
How climate has changed Earth
By Seth Borenstein, AP

WASHINGTON — In the more than two decades since world leaders
first got together to try to solve global warming, life on
Earth has changed, not just the climate. It’s gotten hotter,
more polluted with heat-trapping gases, more crowded and just
downright wilder.

The  numbers  are  stark.  Carbon  dioxide  emissions:  up  60
percent.  Global  temperature:  up  six-tenths  of  a  degree.
Population: up 1.7 billion people. Sea level: up 3 inches.
U.S. extreme weather: up 30 percent. Ice sheets in Greenland
and Antarctica: down 4.9 trillion tons of ice.

“Simply put, we are rapidly remaking the planet and beginning
to  suffer  the  consequences,”  says  Michael  Oppenheimer,
professor  of  geosciences  and  international  affairs  at
Princeton  University.

Diplomats from more than 190 nations opened talks Monday at a
United Nations global warming conference in Lima, Peru, to
pave the way for an international treaty they hope to forge
next year.

To see how much the globe has changed since the first such
international conference — the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro
in 1992 — the Associated Press scoured databases from around
the world. The analysis, which looked at data since 1983,
concentrated on 10-year intervals ending in 1992 and 2013.
This is because scientists say single years can be misleading
and longer trends are more telling.

Our changing world by the numbers:

Wild weather

Since 1992, there have been more than 6,600 major climate,
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weather and water disasters worldwide, causing more than $1.6
trillion  in  damage  and  killing  more  than  600,000  people,
according to the Centre for Research on the Epidemiology of
Disasters in Belgium, which tracks the world’s catastrophes.

While  climate-related,  not  all  can  be  blamed  on  man-made
warming  or  climate  change.  Still,  extreme  weather  has
noticeably increased over the years, says Debby Sapir, who
runs the center and its database. From 1983 to 1992 the world
averaged 147 climate, water and weather disasters each year.
Over the past 10 years, that number has jumped to an average
306 a year.

In the United States, an index of climate extremes — hot and
cold,  wet  and  dry  —  kept  by  the  National  Oceanic  and
Atmospheric Administration has jumped 30 percent from 1992 to
2013, not counting hurricanes, based on 10-year averages.

NOAA also keeps track of U.S. weather disasters that cost more
than $1 billion, when adjusted for inflation. Since 1992,
there have been 136 such billion-dollar events.

Worldwide,  the  10-year  average  for  weather-related  losses
adjusted for inflation was $30 billion a year from 1983-92,
according to insurance giant Swiss Re. From 2004 to 2013, the
cost  was  more  than  three  times  that  on  average,  or  $131
billion a year.

Sapir and others say it would be wrong to pin all, or even
most, of these increases on climate change alone. Population
and poverty are major factors, too. But they note a trend of
growing extremes and more disasters, and that fits with what
scientists have long said about global warming.

It’s this increase that’s “far scarier” than the simple rise
in  temperatures,  University  of  Illinois  climate  scientist
Donald Wuebbles says.

Temperature



It’s almost a sure thing that 2014 will go down as the hottest
year in 135 years of record keeping, meteorologists at NOAA’s
National Climatic Data Center say. If so, this will be the
sixth time since 1992 that the world set or tied a new annual
record for the warmest year.

The globe has broken six monthly heat records in 2014 and 47
since 1992. The last monthly cold record set was in 1916.


